INTRODUCTION
Lithium lens is probably the most promising cooling device for a final stage of muon ionization cooling for a p -p collider [I] . However, design of matching sections between the lenses is a big problem because of a huge energy spread of muon beam and a strong modulation ofbeta function. In such conditions, chromaticity is a crucial point for performances of the channel. Two ways to mitigate this effect was discussed. First of them is to create a system with synchrotron phase advance as a multiple of 2a per cell, obtaining about the same average energy of all the particles. As is shown in Ref. and is developed in this paper. The idea is (i) to use as small betatron phase advance per cell as possible to get a maximal energy space between linear stop-bands, and (ii) to suppress several of them by a special design of cooling cell. An additional optimization of the system with more realistic magnetic field is performed here.
LAYOUT AND PARAMETERS
The cooler is a linear periodical system consisting of cells shown in Fig.1 any other choice is also possible by scaling of the field proportionally to central momentum at the same geometry.
Dependence of beta-function of the cell on longitudinal coordinate is plotted in Fig.4 where total energy of muon is taken as a parameter. Maximum of beta-function does not exceed 2 mat 200 < E < 300 MeV, and 1.3 m for the center of this interval. We are going to consider the cooling of a beam with initial unnormalizedtransverse r.m.s. emittance about 1000 --mrad.
It is enough to have windows of radius about 10 cm in the high radius solenoids to accept this beam. Beta-function in Li is ploited in 
COOLING SIMULATION
Muon bunch with Gaussian distribution and initial parameters listed in Table 2 is taken for the simulation. A beam with such emittance would be provided e.g. by a ring cooler described in Ref.
[SI, We take an injection point at the center of Li lens where ratio of transverse size to mcmentum of the beam should correspond to beta-function of about 3 cm (see Fig.5 ). ' To take into account a dependence of longitudinal velocity on transverse momentum, the following correlation was applied after random generation:
Numerical coefficients are determined empirically to get maximal transmission of the channel. Note that this correlation is excluded by the inverse transformation at the cal- Table 3 where cooling factors are also given in a brackets. An attempt to continue the cooling results an acceleration of the diffusion and fast growth of the particle loss.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
It is shown that a short periodical cooling channel with Li lens and specially tuned solenoids has enough large energy acceptance to be used for transverse cooling of muon beams. A channel of length 132.5 m provides a decrease of transverse emittance from 2 mm to 0.5 mm at transmission of about 89%. Emittance exchange should he inlrcduced to overcome longitudinal heating and to continue the cooling without an additional panicle loss. Another obstacle is a high field of matching (small radius) solenoid which reaches 9.3 T in this design. It is more then own (transverse) field on the surface of Li lens which is only 7.9 T. Solenoid field penetrating to the lens does not exceed 6.8 T, that is maximal total field is 10.4 T. A using for the matching of another Li lens with less gradient and more apenure is really impossible because of multiple Coulomb scattering. As is seen from Figs. 2 and 4. hotb length and betafunction of such lens should exceed corresponding parameters of the main lens by factor about 3. Therefore its contribution in the scattering and equilibrium emittance would he order of magnitude more that is inadmissible.
Distinguishing feature of the channel is a great quantity 
